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Despite their transformative role in our society, oxide glasses suffer from inherent brittleness and poor crack resistance, 

limiting their future applications. Impact or scratch events can lead to formation of cracks that amplify local tensile stresses, 

resulting in catastrophic failures. Therefore, increasing the hardness and crack resistance of glasses is critical for the 

development of damage resistant and mechanically durable glasses [1,2]. These properties can conventionally be measured 

using instrumented indentation that mimics the real-life damage for certain applications. Early indentation experiments have 

shown that oxide glasses exhibit pronounced tendency to densify under compressive load. Knowledge of the indentation 

deformation mechanism is crucial for understanding the link between chemical composition and resistance to cracking in 

oxide glasses, since densification is an efficient way to dissipate the elastic energy applied to the material during indentation. 

Here, we discuss how knowledge of the deformation mechanism and the accompanying structural changes in the glassy 

network can be used to design crack resistant glasses. We have recently discovered that melt-quenched alkali aluminoborate 

glasses exhibit superior resistance to sharp contact-induced cracking compared to most oxide glasses [3,4]. The high crack 

resistance is associated with the ability of the glasses to self-adapt the connectivity of their network under compressive stress, 

which facilitates densification and thus aids in dissipation of the energy supplied during impact. 
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